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Overall Comments 
 
Well done for completing your first assignment, Julie. It is lovely to see you working well on 
the course. 
 
Assessment potential  
 
Formal Assessment: You may want to get credit for your hard work and achievements with 

the OCA by formally submitting your work for assessment at the end of the module.  More 

and more people are taking the idea of lifelong learning seriously by submitting their work for 

assessment but it is entirely up to you.  We are just as keen to support you whether you 

study for pleasure or to gain qualifications.  Please consider whether you want to put your 

work forward for assessment and let me know your decision when you submit assignment 2. 

 I can then give you feedback on how well your work meets the assessment requirements. 
 
Feedback on the assignment 
 
 
Elements to consider with your assignments: 
 
This assignment is about the workflow as much as it is about the photography itself.  For the 

assignment, there should be a strong awareness of time scales and management of the 

process.  Images should be in keeping with the brief of the assignment, and should fit within 

the theme.  Your understanding and communication on these points is also of key 

importance.   
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Your assignment in connection with the above points 
 
Workflow - Planning 
 
Your workflow is appropriate for this assignment and the individual steps have been clearly 

thought about.  You have included a very detailed account of every stage of the process 

beginning with the initial intentions behind the shoot and equipment that you intend to use 

and ending with the final images uploaded to the gallery site. 

 

You have chosen to photograph ‘In search of water’ for this task, photographing various 

aspects of a trip to the beach.  The first stage in your task was to decide on your overall 

theme and you have documented this very well, choosing to work with a simplified version of 

a mind map.  This was a very good idea and a way of working that you could adapt for future 

assignments.  Your workflow covers your thought processes very well, and gives an 

understanding of the equipment that you might need in this situation.  You might like to 

consider building on equipment for this kind of shoot in the future.  Slow shutter speed can 

work well for water shots and for this kind of photography you would need to include tripod, 

remote and a neutral density filter. 

 

You could have included a pre-trip to the area thinking about the possible images that you 

might take.  This would then have become part of the planning process on your workflow.  

For some shoots this would be an essential element to consider.  As you point out in your 

notes, the workflow needs to be flexible enough to be adapted to various end results. 

 
Images 
 
The images you have chosen work well together to describe ‘in search of water’.  You have 

included images that show water present and somewhere it has been deliberately excluded 

from the shot.  This creates an extra level of interest.  Cropping has been chosen to 

complement the subject matter on each occasion and improve the tonal range.  This has 

worked particularly well for some of the shots.  Image three for instance, looks much stronger 

following a crop to a more panoramic finish.  As you have identified here, the area at the top 

of the frame was not adding anything visually to the result. 

 

Some of the pictures were just a tad on the dark side.  Your final picture of the paw print 

could be lifted a fraction as could the sand ripples picture.  

 

The precariously positioned fisherman is a particularly interesting shot.  It does pose a 

number of questions; making you wonder particularly about the lengths people will go to for 

their pleasure activities.  
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Summary 
 
Well done, this workflow is a good starting point for you and following a similar plan should 

help to keep you organized for future work. 

 
Learning Logs 
 
Thank you for sending through details of your learning logs to date.  This has included lots of 

information on the projects that you have completed so far and reflective notes on your 

learning experience.  The purpose of a learning log is to record this kind of information and 

also to give you the opportunity to explore, investigate, and reflect on the work of other 

photographers.  This may include looking at books and websites, visiting exhibitions, 

attending workshops etc.  I can see here that you have made a good start with this process, 

looking at different ways of using a workflow and also identifying technical information that 

may be useful to you.  You can now build on your learning logs by researching 

photographers who have tackled this kind of subject matter, adding examples of their work, 

and reflecting on them. 

 

 Pointers for the next assignment 
 

The next assignment is concerned with quality and I look forward to seeing what you make of 

this. 

 
Tutor name:  Caroline Bloor 
Date  14th March 2013 
Next assignment due 14th May 2013 
 


